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“A turning point in history,” our leaders claim.
Hanging in the gallery, an empty skirt swings.
I’ve been pondering that red dress symbol for
missing aboriginal women as Red Riding Hood.
So I dream my mother reclaims the green silk
dress she wore, the one that fits me now that I
just had it dry-cleaned. What use is it to her on
the other side? What reversal is she sporting?
The green life vine winding along generations
down a deep forest path. Sunlight glimmers on
a green dress of lawn this too warm December as
the Paris conference concludes in timely fashion.
“Climate agreement falls short of a fair deal – but
Paris is only the beginning… an important hook on
which people can hang their demands”…and act.
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Here Comes the Dreamer
“A grave and tender
collection.” — Susan
Glickman, author of 
Safe as Houses
“Poetry that whispers
from one heart to
another.”— Bruce Hunter,
author of 
In the Bear’s House
Eva Tihanyi’s highly nticipated new 
book of poetry The Largeness of Rescue,
forthcoming April 2016
www.inanna.ca#femlitcan change the world...
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“Serene in spirit and precise
in language, THE LARGENESS
OF RESCUE is Eva Tihanyi’s
finest work.” — Carole
Giangrande, author of Here
Comes the Dreamer
“A grave and tender
collection.” — Susan
Glickman, author of Safe as
Houses
“Poetry that whispers from
one heart to another.”
— Bruce Hunter, author of
In the Bear’s House
“THE LARGENESS OF RESCUE is a
book of both restlessness
and acceptance; both a
longing for clarity and a
reconciliation.”
— Anne Michaels, author of
The Winter Vault
Eva Tihanyi’s highly anticipated new book of poetry 
The Largeness of Rescue, just released!
www.inanna.ca#femlitcan change the world...
“Serene in spirit and precise in language, The Largeness of 
Rescue is Eva Tihanyi’s finest work.” 
—Carole Giangrande, author of Here Comes the Dreamer
“A grave and tender collection.”
—Susan Glickman, author of Safe as Hous s
